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Abstract. Dementia has a large negative impact on the global healthcare and soci-
ety. Diagnosis is rather challenging as there is no standardised test. The purpose
of this paper is to conduct an analysis on ADNI data and determine its effec-
tiveness for building classification models to differentiate the categories Cogni-
tively Normal (CN), Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), and Dementia (DEM),
based on tuning three Deep Learning models: twoMulti-Layer Perceptron (MLP1
and MLP2) models and a Convolutional Bidirectional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (ConvBLSTM) model. The results show that the MLP1 and MLP2 models
accurately distinguish the DEM, MCI and CN classes, with accuracies as high
as 0.86 (SD 0.01). The ConvBLSTM model was slightly less accurate but was
explored in view of comparisons with the MLP models, and for future extensions
of this work that will take advantage of time-related information. Although the
performance of ConvBLSTM model was negatively impacted by a lack of visit
code data, opportunities were identified for improvement, particularly in terms of
pre-processing.
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1 Introduction

Dementia is a loss of cognitive function. People with this condition have problems with
socialization and with their daily lives. The disorder leads to damage or loss of memory,
language skills, problem-solving, visual perception, self-management, and the reduced
ability to pay attention and to focus. Some people with dementia cannot control their
emotions, and their personalities may change. Alzheimer’s disease accounts for 60% to
80% of cases of dementia [1].

Worldwide, more than 47.5 million people suffer from dementia currently, and every
year there are 7.7 million new cases. The proportion of the general population aged 60
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and over with dementia is estimated to be between 5% and 8% [1]. For comparison,
dementia is currently more expensive in terms of health care and social assistance than
cancer, stroke and chronic heart disease taken together [1]. It is estimated that by 2030,
the population with dementia will be approximately 75 million and this condition will
cost society US$ 2 trillion [2]. There is no treatment at the present to cure dementia,
however, the life of those patients can be supported and improved. The principal goals for
dementia care are: providing information and long-term support to caregivers; optimising
cognition, activity, physical health and well-being; detecting and treating behavioural
and psychological symptoms; and early diagnosis. In terms of diagnosing dementia, the
earlier a person receives a correct diagnosis, the sooner help can be provided. There is
however a significant obstacle in diagnosing dementia because there is no standardized
test for detecting it [3]. On the other hand, current thinking suggests that 35% of cases of
dementia could be prevented if personalized risk could be estimated in advance, helping
early informed decisions by clinicians and patients. As such, in addition of efforts to
improve dementia diagnosis, there is lately a particular focus of researchers also in
developing approaches to predicting risk of dementia [10, 19, 21].

Thiswork proposes amachine learning approach to predicting dementia, in particular
based on deep learning. The health care sector is one of the most important areas for
machine learning applications. However, it is one of the most complex fields [4] and one
of the most challenging, especially in the areas of diagnosis and prediction [5].

According to literature, there are hundreds of possible predictors for dementia, which
can generally be categorized based on the following types of models: neuropsycholog-
ical based models, health-based models, multifactorial models and genetic risk scores
[19]. The applicability of these models spreads in multiple directions [16, 20, 21]. The
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), in combination with multiplex neural networks,
have been used to segregate healthy brains from progressive mild cognitive impairment
(pMCI), based on the structural atrophy of the brain because of Alzheimer’s disease [20].
Routine primary care patient records in UK have been and are currently used to develop
a risk score for the purposes of estimating how at risk an individual may be of developing
dementia, by using conventional statistical methods and modern machine learning algo-
rithms [10, 21]. Positron emission tomography (PET) scans and the regional analysis of
the protein amyloid-β, have been used by a Random Forest classifier to identify patients
with age-related stable MCI and pMCI [22]. In a recent EMIF-AD study [16], a machine
learning methodology based on Extreme Gradient Boosting XGBoost, Random Forest
and Deep Learning, has been proposed for Alzheimer’s based dementia diagnosis using
metabolites in the blood which were proven by the study to be as accurate predictors as
the widely accepted but invasive to measure cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers.

The present work proposes a new approach to predicting dementia usingDeepLearn-
ing based on the ADNI (Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative) data [6, 17]. The
ADNI dataset we use in this study contains the classes Cognitive Normal (CN), Mild
Cognitive Impairment (MCI), andDementia (DEM). Information gain andReliefFmeth-
ods [9, 18] were alternatively used for feature selection. The training, tuning and testing
of the predictive models were performed with cross-validation using Deep Neural Net-
work algorithms. The stability of model performances was studied using Monte Carlo
simulations. In particular, this work explores the use of three Deep Learning models:
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two Deep Feedforward Networks which are Multi-Layer Perceptron models (MLP1 and
MLP2), and a Convolutional Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (ConvBLSTM)
model [7, 8]. Good prediction performances were obtained with MLP1 and MLP2 for
dementia: the sensitivities were 0.87 (SD 0.03) and 0.77 (SD 0.01) and the specifici-
ties were 0.97 (SD 0.01) and 0.98 (SD 0.01), respectively. The ConvBLSTM model
was slightly less accurate in this study but was explored in view of comparisons with
the MLP models, and also for future extensions of this work that will take advantage
of time-related information in the ADNI data by using the ConvBLSTM’s capabilities
exploiting such information.

The remaining of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the ADNI
data used in this study, and our approach of machine learning methodology based on
feature selection, missing data and data imbalance treatments, and deep learning predic-
tive modelling. The prediction results and model performance evaluation are presented
in Sect. 3. Finally a discussion and conclusion Sect. 4 ends the paper.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 ADNI Data Repository

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) data repository was used for
this work [17]. The ADNI study was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging
(NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and non-profit
organizations as a $60 million dollar, 5-year, public-private partnership.

There are three main goals of the ADNI study: (1) to detect Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD) at the earliest possible stage (pre-dementia) and identify ways to track the dis-
ease’s progression with biomarkers; (2) to support advances in AD intervention, pre-
vention and treatment through the application of new diagnostic methods at the earliest
possible stages (when intervention may be most effective); and (3) to continually admin-
ister ADNI’s innovative data-access policy, which make access to this data possible for
scientists worldwide without any embargo.

2.2 The Dataset and the Description of Variables

The data used in this study was downloaded via the adnimerge R package [6], which
merges together report forms and biomarkers from the ADNI subprojects ADNIGO,
ADNI1, and ADNI2 [17]. The data consists of several different sources: clinical and
genetic data, MRI data, PET data and some additional biospecimen. There is also lon-
gitudinal information as each participant in the ADNI dataset can have more than one
screening visit. In this study we did not work with medical images directly, but used
features that had been extracted from the data already.

Our target label consisted of three different classes: Cognitive Normal (CN), Mild
Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Dementia (DEM). The original data comprised 113
variables and 13,272 observations (visits), with multiple observations per participant.
The variables extracted from the original dataset were as follows [17]:
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• Baselines Demographics: age, gender, ethnicity, race, marital status, and education
level were included as predictors.

• Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ) is a test that can be used to assess the
dependency on another person that a participant requires to carry out normal daily
tasks.

• Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) is used to estimate the severity and progression of
cognitive impairment and to follow the course of cognitive changes in an individual
over time.

• PET measurements (FDG, PIB, AV45) are participants’ brain function measurements.
• MRI measurements (Hippocampus, intracranial volume (ICV), MidTemp, Fusiform,

Ventricles, Entorhinal and WholeBrain) are structural measurements of participants’
brain.

• APOE4 is an integer measurement representing the appearance of epsilon 4 allele of
the APOE gene.

• ABETA, TAU, PTAU are cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarker measurements.
• Rey’s Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) are neurophysiological tests evaluating
an individual’s episodic memory.

• Everyday cognitive evaluations (Ecog) are questionnaires that illustrates a partici-
pant’s ability to carry out everyday tasks.

• Logical Memory – Delayed Recall Total Number of Story Units Recalled (LDELTO-
TAL) is a neuropsychological test that evaluates a person’s ability to recall information
after a prescribed amount of time.

• Modified Preclinical Alzheimer Cognitive Composite (mPACC) are tests that evaluate
a person’s cognition, episodic memory and timed executive function.

• ADAS and MOCA are generalized neuropsychological tests that evaluate a person’s
cognitive ability (e.g. memory, visuospatial, etc.).

The resulting data contained 1851 participants and 51 input attributes, and one output
attribute. 75% of data was used as training data and 25%was used as test data to evaluate
the performance of the models.

2.3 Feature Selection

To select a set of predictors, two feature selection methods were alternatively employed
here. On one hand, we employed the Information Gain method and selected attributes
scoring at least 0.01 [18]. One the other hand, we used ReliefF method [9, 18] which
we chose to combine with a permutation test based on 500 random permutations of the
labels. For instance, features with an observed Relief score corresponding to a distance
of at least 1.96 standard deviations from the centre of the normal distribution built with
the Relief scores, repeatedly calculated 500 times while labels were permuted randomly,
were selected for further processing. This corresponds to the application of the statistical
permutation test with significance level alpha = 0.05. Figure 1 illustrates the example
of such a variable mPACCdigit.bl with an observed relief score of 0.38 which is far
away from the centre of the distribution, which is an indication that the variable is
predictive. The analysis in our study was performed by considering alternative values
for the significance level, namely 0.05 and 0.1. However, here we report results obtained
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with the latter value, which involves a less stringent selection of features, so leads to a
larger number of predictors.

Fig. 1. mPACCdigit.bl variable with an observed relief score of 0.38 which is far away from the
centre of the distribution, is considered predictive.

Table 1 illustrates the top 10 ranked features according to the two employed feature
selection methods, Information Gain, and ReliefF combined with a permutation test,
whose results seem to concord significantly.

Table 1. Top 10 features selected with ReliefF and information gain methods.

Rank ReliefF Information gain

1 mPACCdigit.bl LDELTOTAL.bl

2 mPACCtrailsB.bl mPACCdigit.bl

3 LDELTOTAL.bl mPACCtrailsB.bl

4 ADAS13.bl MMSE.bl

5 FAQ.bl FAQ.bl

6 MMSE.bl ADAS13.bl

7 ADAS11.bl EcogSPTotal.bl

8 EcogSPTotal.bl ADASQ4.bl

9 EcogSPMem.bl ADAS11.bl

10 EcogSPPlan.bl EcogSPMem.bl

Due to lack of space, the predictive modelling results reported in this paper corre-
spond to the second feature selection method only, i.e. ReliefF with permutation test,
as this led to better prediction results. Note that mPACCdigit.bl predictor illustrated in
Fig. 1 is ranked top by this feature selection method, as illustrated by Table 1. However,
the downside of the ReliefF method combined with a permutation test in this study, is
that it becomes computationally more expensive.
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2.4 Missing Value Imputation

For the two MLP models MLP1 and MLP2, 2-dimensional datasets were used, which
did not contain longitudinal information. We imputed each visit of a participant from
their first visit in order to retain the relationship between different visits and so that the
final dataset consisted of only one data instance for each participant.

The ConvBLSTM model used 3-dimensional data, with longitudinal information
provided via screening visit data. We replaced the date of each screening with the time
difference between visits in order to include information about the sequence of visits
as well as the interval between visits. The number of instances of visit codes decreases
rapidly after the first visit so the GAIN imputation technique [11] was used to mitigate
the lack of later visit data.

2.5 Balancing Classes

Large class imbalance has, most of the times, negative consequences on the perfor-
mance of the predictive models, as machine learning algorithms tend to focus more
on detecting the larger classes. The class distribution for our data is as follows: CN:
617, MCI: 886, Dementia: 348, which suggests that the minority class Dementia could
be poorly detected by the predictive models in this case. This problem was mitigated
using SMOTE algorithm (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique) [12] which
reduces class imbalance. SMOTE chooses a data point randomly from the minority
class, determines the k nearest neighbours to that point and then uses these neighbours
to generate new synthetic data points using interpolation. The synthetic data was added
to the minority class to overcome the gap between the majority and minority classes in
terms of number of instances. Our analysis used k = 5 neighbours, as a default value.
This technique is to be applied only on the training set as it shouldn’t affect the distribu-
tion of classes in the test set in order to obtain unbiased estimates for the performance
metrics on the test/unseen data.

2.6 Tuning the Deep Learning Models

Parameter values, such as learning rate, decay value and AMSGrad option of ADAM
optimiser, for the models were optimised, using Tree of Parzen Estimators (TPE) opti-
misation algorithm from ‘hyperopt’ Python package. Models were then evaluated on
the test set. Figures 2 and 3 show the topologies of MLP1 and MLP2 optimised mod-
els, respectively, which used LeakyReLU activation functions in the hidden layers and
a softmax activation function in the output layer. The models were tuned in a 10-fold
cross validation using L1 and L2 regularizations, and the dropout regularization with
probabilities 0.2 and 0.4, to prevent overfitting.

The ConvBLSTM model used 3D data, imputed with a generalized GAIN model.
The first layers of the model applied convolutional and pooling operations [7], with a
kernel that convolutes only operations across different dates for each of the features.
Theoretically, this approach could have resulted in a loss of time information but this
did not apply in our case because we had a different set of features for different visit
codes. The approach also guaranteed that information was preserved for the most recent
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Fig. 2. MLP1: multilayer perceptron model 1.

Fig. 3. MLP2: multilayer perceptron model 2.

visit codes with a large proportion of missing values for most persons. Following the
convolutional operations, we applied a bidirectional LSTM layer [8, 13] because feature
distribution helps preserve time information. After that, we applied a flatten operation
to the data and sent the result to the final dense layer with softmax activation function,
which gave us the probabilities for each target class (DEM, MCI, and CN). Figure 4
shows the topology of the ConvBLSTM model.
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Fig. 4. ConvBLSTM: the Convolutional Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory model

2.7 Monte Carlo Simulation and Performance Metrics

The stability of well-performing models MLP1, MLP2 and ConvBLSTM was investi-
gated using a Monte Carlo simulation consisting of 100 iterations of the models’ tuning
and evaluation. We remind that the models’ tuning consisted of performing a grid search
in a 10-fold cross-validation on the training set (75% of the data) for identifying the best
hyperparameters’ values. The following performance metrics were evaluated on the test
set (25% of the data), and recorded with each Monte Carlo iteration: accuracy, Cohen’s
kappa statistic, sensitivity (with respect to each class) and specificity (with respect to
each class). In addition, for each iteration we recorded the area under the curve (AUC)
for each class versus the rest.

2.8 Hardware and Software

The MLP1 model was implemented using Python on Tesla k80 GPU, together with a
number of packages, including TensorFlow, Keras, hyperopt, scikit-learn, imbalanced-
learn, numpy, pandas. TheMLP2model and the ConvBLSTMmodel were implemented
with Python onNvidia GTX 1070 Ti GPU under CUDAAPI. The same Python packages
were used as for the MLP1 model, with the exception of Keras, which was used as part
of the embedded tf.keras API from TensorFlow.
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3 Prediction Results

The performance results obtained on the test datasets in the Monte Carlo simulations for
our predictive models are presented in this section.

In particular, Fig. 5 below visually compares the boxplots of ROC AUC values for
each of the 3 classes MCI, DEM and CN, obtained with 2 conceptually distinct models
MLP2 andConvBLSTM in theMonteCarlo simulation. The boxplots suggest thatMLP2
is significantly better than ConvBLSTM if compared with respect to the AUC for MCI
class (left side boxplot chart), while the latter model is better than the former model
if compared with respect to the AUC for the Dementia class (middle boxplot chart).
Moreover, MLP2 is better than ConvBLSTM if compared with respect to the AUC for
CN class (right side boxplot chart).

Fig. 5. Monte Carlo: ROC AUC boxplots for mild cognitive impairment (left), dementia (centre)
and cognitive normal (right).

Numeric results for the performance metrics in the Monte Carlo simulations for the
MLP models MLP1 and MLP2, are presented in Tables 2 and 3, and those for the Con-
vBLSTM model are presented in Tables 4 and 5. In particular the class-specific perfor-
mances of the models for dementia, such as AUC, sensitivity and specificity, as well as
the non-specific performances accuracy and kappa, are reflected in Tables 2 and 4.

Table 2. Monte Carlo: accuracy and kappa statistic for all 3 classes (DEM, MCI, CN), and AUC,
sensitivity and specificity of dementia vs all other classes – MLP1 and MLP2

Model ACC KAPPA AUCDEM SENSDEM SPECDEM

MLP 1 0.86
SD 0.01

0.78
SD 0.01

0.92
SD 0.01

0.87
SD 0.03

0.97
SD 0.01

MLP 2 0.85
SD 0.01

0.76
SD 0.01

0.87
SD 0.01

0.77
SD 0.01

0.98
SD 0.01
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Table 3. Monte Carlo: sensitivity and specificity of MCI vs all other classes, and of CN vs all
other classes respectively – for MLP1 and MLP2 models.

Model SENSMCI SPECMCI SENSCN SPECCN

MLP 1 0.86
SD 0.03

0.87
SD 0.03

0.94
SD 0.02

0.87
SD 0.04

MLP 2 0.88
SD 0.01

0.83
SD 0.01

0.87
SD 0.01

0.94
SD 0.01

Table 4. Monte Carlo: accuracy and kappa statistic for all 3 classes (DEM, MCI, CN), and AUC,
sensitivity and specificity of dementia vs all other classes – for the ConvBLSTM model

Model ACC KAPPA AUCDEM SENSDEM SPECDEM

Conv-BLSTM (GAIN) 0.82
SD 0.01

0.72
SD 0.01

0.90
SD 0.01

0.86
SD 0.01

0.94
SD 0.01

Conv-BLSTM (SMOTE) 0.82
SD 0.02

0.71
SD 0.03

0.91
SD 0.01

0.88
SD 0.01

0.93
SD 0.01

Table 5. Monte Carlo: sensitivity and specificity of MCI vs all other classes, and of CN vs all
other classes respectively – for the ConvBLSTM model

Model SENSMCI SPECMCI SENSCN SPECCN

Conv-BLSTM (GAIN) 0.69
SD 0.04

0.86
SD 0.01

0.84
SD 0.03

0.94
SD 0.02

Conv-BLSTM (SMOTE) 0.66
SD 0.04

0.88
SD 0.01

0.87
SD 0.03

0.91
SD 0.03

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Deep Learning requires more sophisticated data pre-processing and feature engineering,
as well as much more computational time for training a single model in comparison to
statistical implementations. The three Deep Learning models explored here were based
on two different Deep Feedforward Networks which are Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
models, and one Convolutional Bidirectional Long Short-TermMemory (ConvBLSTM)
model.

The ReliefF algorithm was the method of choice here used for selecting the most
informative features andwas a better technique, in this case, in comparison to Information
Gain; SMOTE was used to mitigate the large class imbalance in the data.

The ConvBLSTM model was chosen in order to preserve time information in the
data. However, the performance of thismodel was impacted by the lack of visit code data.
The GAIN imputation used to mitigate this was suboptimal as the training algorithm
made random imputations of the mask layers and projected an initial data distribution on
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the matrix of data for each person, without considering any inherent differences between
various datasets in the ADNI repository. A proposed enhancement for further work is
to analyse missing value groups between different visit codes instances and to train the
GAIN model for meaningfully different ADNI sub-project data groups, and not for the
whole distribution.

The architecture of the neural network based models may be subject of further
improvements in forthcoming work. In the case of the ConvBLSTM model, we exper-
imented with a different shape for convolutional operations, so that it would transform
participant matrices feature-wise and not time-wise, but this did not lead to a good con-
vergence. An improvement could be to use the convolution operation separately, and
apply the transfer learning technique from our already trained model with different con-
volution operations while freezing the original layers. This would result in amodel graph
with two different convolution branches and two different bidirectional LSTM layers
that would be multiplied before the final dense layer [14].

The magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography and genetic data
in the ADNI dataset were only available in numeric and categorical format, and were
not as raw images in this study. This meant that the potential power of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) to classify image data was not explored here.

All of the models were able to recognize patterns differentiating the three classes
DEM (Dementia), MCI (Minor Cognitive Impairment) and CN (Cognitive Normal),
which indicates that each of these machine learning approaches has the capacity to
accurately predict dementia and mild cognitive impairment.

Potential directions for further exploration include: (1) improving the modelling of
time-based associations, with GAIN imputation to mitigate the sparseness in data for
recent visits; (2) exploring other neural network model architectures, such as separating
the convolution operation; and (3) applying CNNs to raw image data as these are likely
to provide better performance for image classification. With these enhancements it is
envisaged that individualized dementia-risk scores will be created and time information
will be modelled more effectively.
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